EYFS

We’re having such a fun and busy time as we explore our new topic ‘Come Outside!’.
We’ve planted beans in ‘greenhouses’ and are writing diaries about their growth. We’ve
been finding out about the capacity of different containers, using butter-beans as our nonstandard measures! We found out about the parts of a plant and made some super diagrams to consolidate our learning. Outside, we have a role-play garden centre and a ‘pop
-up ice cream shop’ and are really enjoying being customers and retail-workers! We’ve
loved learning to re-tell the story of ‘Jasper’s Beanstalk’ and are now writing it for ourselves.
It’s been a wonderful start to the summer term!
Mrs Stubbs

Year 1
Before the end of Spring Term we rounded off our topic of Castles and Fairy Tales. We
had a super and fun packed topic day where we wore crowns for the day. We carried
out activities - such as fact finding in history - using information from books and video
clips. We also learnt about entertainment in a castle and had a go at jousting and
juggling, and we finally finished off our day by creating art work based on the painting
'A Castle in the Sky'.
This term we started off our new topic 'Adventures in Africa' with a geography day
where we asked questions (we’d like to find out the answers to) by exploring where Africa is on maps. We are thoroughly enjoying our narrative writing and are learning
about what African animals eat in science.
A polite reminder that book swap days are on Tuesdays and Fridays.

Thank you, Miss Smith

Year 2
I've been really impressed by how Year 2 have come back after the Easter holidays.
They have cracked straight on with their learning and are embracing new challenges.
We have just finished revising addition and subtraction in maths and the class have
blown me away with how quickly they've learnt to count in threes - ask one of them to
demonstrate it for you, they're very proud! In English, we have been writing the
traditional Victorian tale 'The Selfish Giant" and I've been wowed by the children's
vocabulary and descriptions. I can't wait until they're finished. Last week, we started
using our new PSHE scheme, ‘Jigsaw’. The class enjoyed being introduced to our puzzle
piece, Jo, and felt very relaxed during the calming part of the lesson. It was lovely to see
the children listening so carefully to each other and sharing ideas. We used our
discussion to create a "Happy Home Recipe". We're all looking forward to the next
lesson. Well done Year 2.
Mrs Laycock

Year 3
It has been lovely to see how Year 3 has come back all refreshed and ready for the term ahead.
In English, we have started our narrative stories about tragedy. We have been looking at the
book ‘The Flood’ and how natural disasters can happen and what to do in that situation. We
have used drama to help us understand what is precious and what we would feel if we were in
in the character’s position.

In maths, we have focused on time and children have completed knowing theo’clock, half
past, quarter to and quarter past times. Remember to keep practising telling the time, no matter
where you are!
We are currently enjoying learning about the Romans and how they invaded Britain and other
countries.
Miss Dean Turner

Year 4

We have had a great return to school in Year 4. We have been
learning about fractions in maths, using our knowledge to find equivalent fractions and we have now started adding fractions. In English,
we were set the challenge of making a paper boat using wordless
instructions…it was very tricky! But we did it and now we are going
on an adventure with our boats as we write our stories. The children
have been working incredibly hard on their narrative writing focusing on improving their language and using paragraphs.
This topic is The Boy Who Biked The World so in art we have begun to
explore art around the world starting with Australia. The children
have enjoyed created dot-art in the style of the Indigenous Australians and we will be using this to explore the skill of weaving.
I would like to congratulate the children that have been working so
hard and spending time on Reading Eggs. We have had lots of children move onto Reading Eggspress, which is great! Please remember to use our learning apps at home, when possible, as it will help
the children to develop skills that they will use all the time in class.
Remember we have MyMaths, TTRockstars, Reading Eggs and
Spelling Shed.
Well done Year 4 for settling back to school so well!
Miss Guest

Year 5
We are embracing our new topic Ancient Egypt and have created some
wonderful artwork in a homage to pets.
We have also finished our writing on the ‘Nowhere Emporium.’ Here are a
selection of the audiobooks written by the children either continuing or
re-writing the story:

The children have also thoroughly enjoyed creating their Podcasts. We
haven’t added them to Anchor but instead I have added them to the Newsletter for you to enjoy.
Mrs Chapman

Year 6
Year 6 have made a very busy start to the summer term. We are continuing
our studies of World War 2 and our English work has focused on the character
of Mr. Evans from ‘Carrie’s War, by Nina Bawden. The children have been
challenged to write an essay based on the question- ‘Was Mr Evans an Ogre?
Discuss!’ The children have risen to the challenge and produced some lovely
writing, using evidence from the text to support their opinions in response to
the question posed.
Our topic work has concentrated on ‘The Home Front’ during World War 2,
and we have looked at how the British people prepared themselves for war,
and the key roles that were taken by members of the population, especially
women, in defending ourselves from enemy attack during The Blitz. Part of our
work has been looking at the different air-raid shelters that helped protect
people during the onslaught. The children designed and built a range of
fantastic Anderson shelter models- as you can see from the photographs, they
showed fantastic creativity in their work!

We have been analysing the properties of 2d and 3d shapes in mathematics,
identifying and describing different shapes to each other, investigating 2d
shapes that will tessellate, and working out how 3d shapes can be made from
2d nets.
It has been lovely to be able to enjoy some PE out on the school field now
that the weather is improving, and this half term the children will be enjoying a
variety of ball games, including kwik-cricket and rounders. A reminder please
to apply sun-cream on a Friday morning as the weather hopefully begins to
get much warmer!!
Mr.M

Year 6

